
CASE STUDY: 

Boosting Keyword Rankings 
on ImageBloom.com

imagebloom

Overview:

ImageBloom is a leading digital marketing agency specializing in the 

healthcare and medical industries. The goal is to improve organic search and 

keyword rankings to enhance online visibility and attract targeted traffic. We 

significantly enhanced search engine rankings through a strategic keyword 

optimization campaign, resulting in increased organic traffic and improved 

online presence.

Client: ImageBloom, Inc.

Challenge:

ImageBloom.com faced competition in the digital marketing landscape, 

creating a challenge to rank prominently for relevant keywords. The existing 

keyword rankings needed to drive more organic traffic to the website, 

impacting overall visibility and potential business growth. The primary 

challenge was to elevate keyword rankings to gain a competitive advantage 

and effectively capture the target audience's attention.
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Comprehensive Keyword Research: We conducted thorough keyword research using various tools 

to identify high-potential keywords relevant to ImageBloom’s services, target audience, and industry. 

Our team utilized advanced keyword research tools, industry analysis, and client consultations to 

curate a list of strategic keywords with optimal search volume and competition levels.

On-Page Optimization: We performed on-page optimization techniques to optimize the website for 

search engines. This involved strategic placement of target keywords in meta tags, headings, content, 

and URLs, ensuring relevancy without compromising the user experience. We optimized existing 

website content to align with the identified keywords and improve overall keyword density.

Content Enhancement: We identified content gaps and created engaging and informative content. 

By organizing the target keywords within the content, we aimed to draw both search engines and 

users. The focus was on creating high-quality content that provided value to visitors while fulfilling 

search engine algorithms.

Link Building and Outreach: We implemented a targeted link-building and outreach strategy to 

strengthen ImageBloom.com’s online presence and boost keyword rankings. This involved acquiring 

relevant backlinks from reputable healthcare and digital marketing websites. By collaborating with 

industry influencers and leveraging guest posting opportunities, we aimed to enhance the website's 

credibility and authority in the eyes of search engines.

Approach:

Improved Keyword Rankings: Over our campaign, ImageBloom.com experienced a significant 

increase in keyword rankings across various search engines. Targeted keywords previously ranking 

below the first page now secured prominent positions, increasing visibility and click-through rates.

Results:
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Are you interested in learning more about how PCRN can help 

accelerate your study enrollment, reduce your study timelines, and 

get you to your endpoints faster? Please go to our website to 

learn more or contact us today to discover the PCRN difference!

Conclusion:
Through our comprehensive keyword optimization strategy, ImageBloom.com experienced 

noteworthy improvements in keyword rankings, organic traffic, and overall online visibility. By 

leveraging strategic keyword research, on-page optimization, content enhancement, and targeted 

link building, we helped ImageBloom.com secure prominent positions in search engine results 

pages. This case study illustrates the power of keyword optimization and its direct impact on driving 

targeted organic traffic, improving online presence, and ultimately contributing to business growth.

If you want to enhance your keyword rankings and online visibility, contact us today    
to discuss how we can help you achieve your digital marketing goals.
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Increased Organic Traffic: As a direct result of the improved keyword rankings, 

ImageBloom.com witnessed a significant surge in organic traffic to the website. The strategic 

optimization led to higher click-through rates from search engine results pages, attracting a more 

relevant and engaged audience.

Enhanced Online Visibility and Brand Awareness: With the improved keyword rankings, 

ImageBloom.com achieved a more substantial online presence within the target market. This 

increased visibility and allowed them to stand out from competitors while establishing the brand 

in the digital marketing and healthcare industries.
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